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Social essentialism entails the belief that certain social categories (e.g., gender, race) mark fundamentally distinct kinds of people. Essentialist beliefs have pernicious consequences, supporting social stereotyping and contributing to prejudice. How does social essentialism develop? In the studies reported here, we tested the hypothesis that generic language facilitates the transmission of social essentialism. Two studies found that hearing generic language about a novel social category due to parents led them to produce more generic language when discussing the category with their children. Thus, generic language facilitates the transmission of essentialist beliefs about social categories from parents to children.

In his seminal work on the psychological foundations of social prejudice, Gordon Allport noted that “...a belief in essence develops. There is an inherent ‘Jewishness’ in every Jew. The ‘soul of the Oriental,’ ‘Negro blood,’ ... ‘the passionate Latin’ — all represent a belief in essence. A mysterious mana (for good or ill) resides in a group, all of its members partaking thereof” (1, p 174). Psychological essentialism is a pervasive cognitive bias that leads people to view members of a category as sharing a deep, underlying, inherent nature (a category “essence”), which causes them to be fundamentally similar to one another in both obvious and nonobvious ways (2, 3). Numerous studies have documented essentialist beliefs about social categories (e.g., gender, race) from the preschool years through adulthood (4–8); however, to date no research has examined the processes underlying the development of these beliefs. The question of how “a belief in essence” develops was the focus of our present studies.

As a pervasive cognitive bias, psychological essentialism shapes how people think about many types of categories. Psychological essentialist beliefs have been studied most often in the context of biological categories (e.g., tigers), where individuals share a deep, underlying nature that allows them to infer that all tigers are ferocious (9, 10). When applied to social categories, psychological essentialism can have pernicious consequences, however. As suggested by Allport’s observations, essentialist beliefs about social categories (hereinafter referred to as “social essentialism”) facilitate social stereotyping and prejudice (13–18). For example, social essentialism facilitates the belief that because one girl is bad at math, girls in general will be bad at math, or that because one member of a racial group commits a criminal act, the group must share a criminal nature (13, 16).

Two aspects of when social essentialism arises provide insight into the processes possibly underlying its development. First, essentialist beliefs about both biological and social categories have been found early in development (by age 4 y) in every cultural context studied to date, including in both rural and urban communities within the United States (4, 5, 7, 19), among Jewish and Arab children in Israel (8, 20–22), in a small fishing community in Madagascar (6), and among children in Brazil (23). However, whereas young children show essentialist beliefs about all basic animal categories (e.g., tigers, robins, lizards), they hold essentialist beliefs about only a small subset of the social categories with which they are familiar. For example, European American 3-y-olds from several cultural communities within the United States have been found to have essentialist beliefs about gender categories, but not racial categories (19).

Thus, psychological essentialism emerges early in development, but young children view only a small subset of social categories in an essentialist manner (24).

Second, across development, substantial cultural variation emerges in which social categories invoke essentialist beliefs. For example, by age 7–10 y, children growing up in more politically conservative communities in the United States have more essentialist beliefs about race compared with children growing up in more politically liberal communities (19). In India, adults from upper social classes view class-based groups in essentialist terms, but adults from lower classes do not (25, 26). Also, within Israel, essentialist beliefs about ethnicity are more common among older children in religious communities than among older children in secular communities (21).

Thus, rudimentary social essentialist beliefs emerge early in development in every cultural context studied to date, yet there is substantial cultural variation in which social categories are viewed in this manner. This pattern suggests that the development of social essentialism results from an interplay between early emerging cognitive biases and cultural input—in particular, that cultural input guides how children map general essentialist biases onto particular categories in their environment. Such a process would explain why some form of social essentialism emerges early in development, but also why children hold essentialist beliefs about only some of the social categories with which they are familiar (those categories for which they receive the requisite form of input), why there is cultural variation in these categories (because input is given about different categories in different communities), and why there is often a lengthy developmental trajectory for social essentialist beliefs (if it takes time to receive a sufficient amount of the input). In these studies, we examined the nature of the cultural input that shapes the development of social essentialism.

We tested the role of a particular form of cultural input, namely, generic language (e.g., “boys play with trucks,” “a girl wears pink”) (27). Generic statements describe a kind or category in general, rather than some particular members. For example, “boys play with trucks” (a bare plural generic sentence)
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does not refer to a particular boy and need not be true of all boys, but instead reflects a belief about the category in general (14). Similarly, “a girl wears pink” (an indefinite singular generic) does not refer to any particular girl, but rather expresses something about girls in general. These statements can be contrasted with nongeneric sentences, such as “some boys play with trucks” or “this girl wears pink,” which refer to a subset and an individual, respectively.

Previous research has suggested a causal link between hearing generic language and forming essentialist beliefs about animal categories (28, 29). However, children rapidly develop essentialist beliefs about animal categories even in the absence of generic language (2, 30); thus, generic language may have only a weak facilitative effect on the development of essentialism. In contrast, social essentialism develops more slowly, more selectively, and with cultural variation, suggesting that cultural input plays a much more important role. We tested whether generic language plays a powerful role in shaping the development of social essentialism by guiding children to develop essentialist beliefs about social categories that they would not otherwise view in an essentialist manner.

Why might generic language elicit social essentialism? Generic language is usually understood as communicating nonaccidental generalizations. Thus, when children hear generic language describing a new property of a familiar category, they assume that there is a kind-based, causal explanation of why the members have the property. For example, on hearing that “butterflies have dust on their wings,” children offer kind-based explanations (e.g., “butterflies need the dust so they can fly”) (31, 32). Alternatively, on hearing the nongeneric description “this butterfly has dust on her wings,” children assume that the cause is incidental (e.g., “she flew through a dusty room”).

We hypothesized that hearing generic language about a novel category would lead children to infer that it is the sort of cohesive, natural kind that supports such explanations. Accordingly, we tested whether hearing generic language about a novel social category leads children to develop essentialist beliefs about the category. For generic language to facilitate the cultural transmission of social essentialism, children also must hear more generic language for categories for which adults in their communities hold essentialist beliefs. Indeed, we further hypothesized that parents would be more likely to produce generic language to describe categories that they themselves view as supporting the kind of category-based explanations described above (33). Thus, we also tested whether holding essentialist beliefs about a social category leads parents to produce more generic language describing the category when talking to their children. Indeed, parents do produce generic language for at least some social categories (gender) (34); yet whether this language causes children to develop essentialist beliefs remains unknown. Further, whether parents selectively produce generic language for categories for which they themselves hold essentialist beliefs has not yet been examined. [There is evidence suggesting that parents and children produce more generic language for animals than for artifacts (33, 43, 44), which could be due to domain differences in essentialism. However, because there are many differences in the structure of animal and artifact categories, these studies cannot provide definitive evidence of the role of essentialism in the production of generics. Furthermore, they do not speak to the role of essentialism in the production of generics for social kinds.]

Thus, whether generic language transmits selective, social essentialist beliefs across generations remains an open question. The present studies tested whether two complementary processes underlie the cultural transmission of social essentialism: (i) that parents produce more generic language when they hold essentialist beliefs about a social category, and (ii) that hearing more generic language leads children to develop essentialist beliefs about the category.

We examined these questions over the course of three studies. The first two studies tested the effects of generic language on the formation of social essentialist beliefs, and the third study tested the effects of essentialist beliefs on parents’ production of generic language in parent-child conversation. The first two studies examined both adult and 4-y-old participants. The 4-y-olds were selected because this is the age at which social essentialism begins to emerge and thus the age at which it is most crucial to examine the processes underlying its formation. Adults were included to test for a developmental “window”—whether sensitivity to generic language is found only in young children or continues into adulthood. Given that learning about the social world continues over a lifetime—and new social categories may be encountered for the first time in adulthood—we predicted that adults would also be sensitive to generic language. The third study examined parent–child pairs, focusing on the parents of preschool-age children. Together, these three studies provide a strong test of whether generic language can serve as a mechanism by which social essentialist beliefs are culturally transmitted.

Results

Study 1. To test whether hearing generic language induces social essentialism, we introduced children and adults to a novel category of people—“Zarpies”—via an illustrated storybook, as in previous work on animal categories (28). Each page presented a picture of a single person displaying a unique physical or behavioral property. The characters were diverse with respect to sex, race, and age; thus, the novel category cut across groupings for which people might already have essentialist beliefs. For example, if all of the “Zarpies” were Asian, subjects might apply essentialist beliefs to the group because they generally have essentialist beliefs about race. Because the novel group is so diverse, it would initially appear arbitrary (35); thus, levels of essentialism in the absence of generic language should be low (as confirmed by comparison conditions).

A single line of text describing the depicted property accompanied each page using the language specified by the participant’s condition: generic (e.g., “Look at this Zarpie! Zarpies are scared of ladybugs!”) or one of two comparison conditions (specific, “Look at this Zarpie! This Zarpie is scared of ladybugs!” or no label, e.g., “Look at this one! This one is scared of ladybugs!”). Participants were randomly assigned to one of these three conditions. In study 1a, adult participants read the storybook twice before completing the test questions. In study 1b, a trained experimenter read 4-y-old participants the storybook four times over the course of two research sessions approximately 3 d apart. Children completed the test questions in a third research session approximately 3 d later. The test questions comprised multiple measures of essentialist beliefs, which assessed the extent to which participants (i) expect properties associated with the new category to be innate and inevitable (inheritance items), (ii) expect properties attributed to a single category member to extend to other category members (induction items), and (iii) view category membership as causing/explaining the development of typical properties (explanation items).

In study 1a, adults gave more essentialist responses in the generic condition compared with the specific and no-label conditions (P < 0.001), and more essentialist responses in the specific condition compared with the no-label condition (P = 0.001) [main effect condition; Wald χ^2 (2) = 169.90, P < 0.001] (Fig. 1).

The generic condition increased the odds of an essentialist response by 6.07 [Wald 95% confidence interval (CI) = 4.56, 8.08] relative to the no-label condition. In study 1b, children gave more essentialist responses in the generic condition than in the specific condition (P = 0.002) or no-label condition (P < 0.001), but responses to the specific and no-label conditions did not
Study 2. Study 2 tested another form of generic language, indefinite singular generic sentences (e.g., “A Zarpie sleeps in tall trees”). Like bare plural generic sentences (the form of generic language used in study 1), indefinite singulars are about kinds and categories, not individuals; for example, “a cow says ‘moo’” asserts something about cows in general, not about one specific cow (27, 36). However, unlike bare plural noun phrases, indefinite singular noun phrases are grammatically singular. In the two comparison conditions of study 1 (specific and no-label), the subjects of the sentences were singular noun phrases, whereas in the generic condition, they were plural noun phrases. Thus, based on the findings of study 1, it is possible that it is not generic language per se, but simply the use of plural noun phrases, that leads to essentialism. Testing indefinite singulars allows us to control for singularity/plurality across the conditions, to provide a more stringent test of whether it is generic language per se that induces essentialism. This important issue has not been addressed in any previous work on the role of generic language in the development of essentialism, including work on the case of animal categories.

In study 2a, adults were randomly assigned to either the generic condition (indefinite singular; e.g., “A Zarpie sleeps in tall trees”) or the specific condition (e.g., “This Zarpie sleeps in tall trees”). For study 2b, children—like adults—completed the entire study in a single research session. An experimenter read the assigned condition two times and then immediately asked the test questions. Because of this procedural change, we also included a bare plural generic condition, to replicate the findings from study 1b. In this way, study 2b also allowed us to assess whether children need extended generic input (multiple sessions over the course of a week) to essentialize, or whether these effects emerge more rapidly. Thus, children were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: generic bare plural (e.g., “Zarpies sleep in tall trees”), generic indefinite singular (e.g., “A Zarpie sleeps in tall trees”) or specific (e.g., “This Zarpie sleeps in tall trees”).

Adults in study 2a gave more essentialist responses in the generic indefinite singular condition than in the specific condition [Wald $\chi^2 (1) = 41.17, P < 0.01$] (Fig. 2). The general condition increased the odds of an essentialist response by 2.45 (95% CI = 1.86, 3.26). Children in study 2b gave more essentialist responses in both of the generic conditions than in the specific condition ($P < 0.001$), whereas the two generic conditions did not differ from one another [condition, Wald $\chi^2 (2) = 15.55, P < 0.001$] (Fig. 2). The generic bare plural condition increased the odds of an essentialist response by 1.94 (95% CI = 1.35, 2.79) relative to the specific condition; the generic indefinite singular condition increased the odds of an essentialist response by 1.85 (95% CI = 1.29, 2.65).

Study 3. Studies 1 and 2 show that hearing generic language elicits social essentialism. For generic language to serve as a mechanism by which communities transmit essentialist beliefs, then people must also selectively produce generic language when they have essentialist beliefs about a social category. Study 3 tested this prediction with an experimental study of parent–child interactions. First, parents were introduced to the category “Zarpies” via a paragraph that led them to hold essentialist beliefs about Zarpies (by describing Zarpies as a distinct kind of people with many biological and cultural differences from other social groups) or nonessentialist beliefs about Zarpies (by describing Zarpies as a nondistinct kind of people, with many biological and cultural similarities to other populations). A pilot study with a separate sample of adult participants ($n = 20$) confirmed that the essentialist paragraph (mean = 0.76, 95% CI = 0.68, 0.82) elicited more essentialist beliefs about Zarpies (as indicated by scores on the inheritance and induction items used in studies 1 and 2) than the nonessentialist paragraph [mean = 0.57, 95% CI = 0.49, 0.65, Wald $\chi^2 (1) = 10.30, P = 0.001$].

After reading the introductory paragraph, parents received a picture book containing the illustrations used in studies 1 and 2, with no accompanying text. They were asked to talk through the picture book with their child and describe the people and events depicted, just as they would a picture book at home. No other instructions were provided. The entire parent–child conversation was videotaped and transcribed. References to the characters in the story were coded as generics (e.g., “Zarpies are scared of ladybugs!”), Zarpie category labels (e.g., “This Zarpie is scared of the ladybug!”), pronouns (e.g., “She is scared of the ladybug!”), social category labels other than Zarpie (e.g., “This woman is scared of the ladybug!”), or as universally quantified (e.g., “All Zarpies are scared of ladybugs!”).

The total number of parent utterances did not differ by condition [essentialist, mean = 117.67 ± 68.42; nonessentialist, mean = 119.30 ± 37.91; $t (17) = -0.06, P = $ not significant], and neither did the number of utterances referencing the characters...
Table 1. Percentage of character references fitting each code by condition, study 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Essentialist</th>
<th>Nonessentialist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>14.32 (2.56)</td>
<td>6.04 (1.78)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>10.93 (3.97)</td>
<td>8.56 (4.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronoun</td>
<td>61.99 (5.14)</td>
<td>68.99 (5.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other category</td>
<td>10.93 (1.91)</td>
<td>15.30 (4.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantified</td>
<td>1.84 (0.89)</td>
<td>1.11 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers in parentheses are means ± SE.

*Different from essentialist condition, P < 0.05.

in the pictures [essentialist, mean 67.67 ± 30.97; nonessentialist, mean 66.80 ± 22.32; t (17) = 0.07, P = not significant]. However, a higher percentage of the character references were generic in the essentialist condition compared with the nonessentialist condition [t (17) = 2.15, P < 0.05] (Table 1). No other type of character reference differed by condition. Thus, as predicted, parents produced more generic language when they were induced to hold essentialist beliefs. We also coded the content of the conversation for evaluative comments (i.e., statements that a character was doing something positive, e.g., “they’re cool, right?” or negative, e.g., “that’s yucky”). Parents produced more negative evaluations in the essentialist condition than in the nonessentialist condition [mean, 2.55 ± 0.67 vs. 0.70 ± 0.34; t (17) = 2.56, P = 0.02]. Positive evaluations did not differ by condition (essentialist, mean = 0.22 ± 0.15; nonessentialist, mean = 0.10 ± 0.10).

Discussion

These three studies provide strong evidence that generic language is a mechanism by which social essentialist beliefs can be transmitted from parents to children. As shown in studies 1 and 2, hearing generic language about a novel social category led both preschool-age children and adults in our samples to develop essentialist beliefs about the category. The effect of generic language was not simply a function of the plurality of the subject noun phrase, because both bare plural generics (e.g., “Zarpies are scared of ladybugs”) and indefinite singular generics (e.g., “A Zarpie is scared of ladybugs”) induced essentialism. Furthermore, in the children, we found both immediate effects (when the input and testing occurred within a single session in study 2) and effects that persisted over time (when children were exposed to generic input over the course of several days and tested 3 d later in study 1). Thus, the effects of generic language appear to be powerful and robust.

These findings are particularly striking because the novel category was diverse with respect to race, ethnicity, age, and sex; did not map onto any preexisting social category for which people might already hold essentialist beliefs (24); and thus initially appeared arbitrary. Furthermore, the properties used in the test questions were very unusual ones that people are not normally expected to possess (e.g., disliking ice cream, eating flowers). However, essentialist responses involved projecting these properties. For example, the inheritance items asked participants to consider a baby born to a Zarpie mom who likes to eat flowers but raised by a non-Zarpie mom who likes to eat crackers. To evidence essentialist beliefs on this question, participants had to overcome the general expectation that people prefer to eat crackers rather than flowers.

As would be expected, then, given both the diversity of the category and the unusualness of the properties, baseline levels of essentialism (as shown in the comparison conditions of studies 1 and 2) were very low. However, fairly minimal exposure to generic language (several readings of a storybook) approximately doubled the essentialist responses among children, and had even larger effects in adults. Thus, accumulating exposure to generic language over time, as children learn about familiar social categories in their everyday environment (34), could perhaps lead to even more dramatic increases in social essentialism. Indeed, the effect of generic language appeared to be stronger among children in study 1 (where children received more input across several sessions) than in study 2 (where children received less input in a single session), suggesting that the effects of generic language may increase over time with increasing input.

In study 3, the parents were more likely to produce generic language when speaking with their children about a social category for which they themselves held essentialist beliefs. To experimentally test the causal influence of essentialism on the production of generics, we induced parents’ essentialist beliefs by describing Zarpies as having different biological and cultural properties from other social groups; nothing was said about whether Zarpies were similar to one another. Furthermore, parents were never shown Zarpies sharing any properties; like the participants in studies 1 and 2, they saw only one Zarpie at a time in the picture book, each of which displayed a unique property (e.g., one Zarpie was shown flying in the air, the next sleeping in a tree, and so on). However, despite the fact that no within-category similarities were described in the essentialist prime or shown in the picture book, inducing essentialism led parents to produce generic sentences when talking about Zarpies with their children (e.g., generating such sentences as “Zarpies sleep in tall trees”).

These data do not show that generic language creates essentialist thought. Essentialist beliefs (e.g., that categories are innate, coherent, and causally powerful) go far beyond any content that is explicitly communicated by generic language, and essentialism can emerge in the absence of generic language, such as in the case of animal kinds (30). Rather, social essentialism appears to result from the interplay of cognitive biases and cultural input; children’s cognitive biases lead them to assume that some or other social categories reflect essential kinds, and generic language signals to them to which categories they should apply these beliefs.

These studies indicate that generic language can facilitate the transmission of social essentialism from one generation to another. To determine whether this mechanism accounts for cross-cultural variation in social essentialism, future work will need to test whether the effects obtained in the populations studied here (which consisted primarily of educated middle-class families in a diverse, urban environment) extend to other cultural communities. Certainly other cultural factors—for example, the degree to which a category serves as the basis of segregation or differential treatment (20, 22, 37)—could also play roles in shaping the development of social essentialism.

Given the pernicious consequences of social essentialism, elucidating the processes underlying its development is a critical goal. Indeed, in study 3, parents who were induced to hold essentialist beliefs about Zarpies were more likely to produce negative evaluative statements about them. Thus, these data suggest that inducing essentialism may contribute to negative social attitudes (13, 16, 38–40). Understanding the mechanisms that underlie the development of social essentialism could provide guidance on how to disrupt these processes, and thus perhaps on how to...
reduce stereotyping and prejudice. As a society, we often change the way we speak about a given social group (e.g., when a label comes “politically incorrect”); grounding these changes in mechanisms that have been empirically shown to influence the formation of essentialist beliefs could lead to more effective efforts to reduce societal prejudice.

Materials and Methods

Participants. Adults in study 1a (53 females, 8 males) and study 2a (22 females, 18 males) were undergraduate students at New York University who volunteered to participate. Children in study 1b (24 males, 22 females; median age, 4.70 y; age range, 4.0–5.5 y) were recruited from private preschools across New York City. Children in study 2b (21 males, 21 females; mean age, 4.81 y; age range, 4.50–5.36 y) and families in study 3 (19 parents, 9 males and 10 females; 17 preschool-age children, 7 males and 12 females; mean age, 4.2 y; age range, 3.0–5.44 y) were recruited from the Children’s Museum of Manhattan. The sample was ~64% European American, 9% African American, 21% Asian American, and 6% Hispanic. All participants spoke English as their first language. All study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of New York University. Written informed consent was obtained from adult participants and parents of participating children; children provided oral assent.

Materials. The picture book consisted of 16 illustrated pages (identical across conditions and studies; Fig. 3 presents sample items). Each page presented a picture of a single person displaying a unique physical or behavioral property (e.g., “This Zarpie...” she shaves, loves to eat flowers, has striped hair, sleeps in tall trees). The characters were diverse with respect to sex (half female, half male), race/ethnicity (four white, four black, four Latino, and four Asian), and age (four young children, four older children, four adults, and four older adults). To allow for a visual identifier of category membership, the characters had a category-typical clothing style, but no single clothing feature was a necessary or defining feature of category membership. In studies 1 and 2, a statement describing the character’s action, using the form of language specified by the condition, accompanied each illustration (Tables S1 and S2). In study 3, no text accompanied the illustrations. For study 3, materials also included introductory paragraphs to induce essentialist or nonessentialist beliefs about Zarpies (SI Text).

Procedure. In studies 1a and 2a, adults were given a printed copy of the picture book and asked to read it twice. They were then given a booklet containing all of the test questions (with accompanying illustrations) and asked to complete them on their own. The test items included three measures of essentialist beliefs (SI Text), all modeled on previous work (28): explanations (four items) (28, 31, 32), inheritance (three items) (4, 5, 9, 10, 41), and induction (six items) (12). Identical materials were used in studies 1b and 2b, but the stories and test questions were presented verbally to children in individual research sessions. The experimenter recorded the children’s responses on an answer form. Child sessions were also videotaped. A secondary coder coded all videos for children’s responses. The percent agreement between the live coder and video coder was 95%, with disagreements resolved by the first author. In studies 1a and 1b, after the test items, participants completed an assessment of their memory for the stories; analyses of these data confirmed that memory could not account for the obtained pattern of condition differences in essentialism (SI Text). For study 3, sessions were videotaped, and parent–child conversations were transcribed verbatim. The first and second authors, blinded to condition, coded each utterance according to the scheme provided in Table S3. Initial interrater reliability was 94%, with differences resolved by discussion.

Analyses. For studies 1 and 2, data were composed of a series of binary responses. Data were analyzed with binomial regression models, testing for an effect of condition separately for each age group, followed by post hoc contrasts with sequential Bonferroni corrections. The dependent variables were entered as the number of times that participants gave essentialist responses out of the total test items. These analyses yielded Wald $z$ values as indicators of significant effects. For ease of interpretation, data are presented as probabilities of essentialist responses, organized by Wald 95% CIs. Our main analyses examined a composite measure summing all essentialist responses across the three measures (Chronbach’s $\alpha = 0.85$). Similar patterns were found across each measure of essentialism examined separately; descriptive statistics for each measure of essentialism are available in Tables S4 and S5. For study 3, the percentage of category references fitting each code was compared across condition via a series of independent-samples $t$ tests, as were the number of negative and positive evaluations.
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